
Diagnostic Radiology: Absolute Dosimetry Equipment
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Featllres

▷ Suitable for standard dosinletly in diagnostic

radiology and radiation therapy

▷ Features high accuracy and excellent resolution (1 fA)

▷ Meets and exceeds the requirenlents fbr Fleld— class

dosemeters according to 工EC 61674 and IEC 60731

The lightweight and conlpact UNIDOS E is ideally suited

for acceptance tests and routine measurelnents in diag—

nostic radiology. It nleasures dose, dose rate, dose length

product, charge and current●  The displayed units are Gy;

Gy/nlin, R, R/Πlin, Gy˙ m, C and A● It can be used with a

variety of ionization chambers and solid state detectors.

A CT probe can be connected to Ineasure the dose length

product in Gy˙m fbr dosimetly in coIIlputed toIIlography.

Air density corrections of the sensitive chamber volume

are Hlade by keying— in the air pressure and temperature●

ordering InfbrΠ lation

T10010 UNIDOS E (connecting systenl BNT), 115/230 V

T10009 UNIDOS E (connecting systenl TNC), 115/230 V

T10008 UNIDOS E (connecting system M), 115/230 V

option

UNITE ST electric test device

〉 SFD Chalnbers ραℓe 90

▷ CTDI Set for CT Dosinletyy pα
ℓe B9

SFD Chambers fbr
Diagnostic X—Rays
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Features

患 Plane parallel chambers for the IneasureHlent and

H10nitoring of radiation output in diagnostic radiology

患 Shadow free design causes hardly no interference with

autonlatic exposure contro1 (AEC)

膾 Do not in∏ uence the X— ray image

膾 For nleasurements in f'ont of and behind a phantom

The high precision SFD chalrlber suitable fbr InalnΠ 1ogra—

phy has a sensitive volunle of 6 cln3 ● The energy response
fbr manlmography radiation qualities (25 .  ̈35) kV is bet—

ter than ≤ ± 2 %, and better than ≤ ± 3 qk} within the con—
ventional range (50. ●. 150) kV

The high precision SFD chaΠ 1ber for conventional radio1—

ogy has a sensitive volume of 75 cn13●  The energy
response within the conventional range is better than

≤ ± 2 q"} and better than ≤ + 3 (ν b within the mamHlography
range (25.●  ̊35) kV Both 且at SFD charrlbers are used fbr

dose and dose rate nleasurenlents in flont and behind of a

p atient— equivalent phantom●  Because of their shadow flee

construction and low attenuation both chaΠ 1bers give
near to no interference with the phototiΠ ler, reduce eff는 cts

with the AEC and cause allnost no in∏ uence like shadows

on the image●  FurtherII10re HVL Ineasurements can be

performed conveniently using special chaIIlber holders

which enable to use the SFD chaΠ 1ber easily in combina—

tion with the HVL Ineasuring stand●  Both chalnbers coln—

ply ftλ 1ly with 工EC 61674. The cable length is 2●  5 Hl each●

ordering 工nforlnat요 on
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凡E;
34069-2,5 SFD manlmo chaΠ 1ber 6 cm3

3 4060-2, 5 SFD diagnostic chaΠ 1ber 75 cm3

options

T3 4069●  1 ●050 Chamber holder for SFD chalnber 34069 - 2. 5

T3 4060●  1 ●050 Chamber holder fbr SFD chamber 34060-2 ● 5
T20011 Cassette adapter fbr SFD chalnber 34060

T20012 Cassette adapter for SFD chamber 34069

UN工DOS� E

Dosemeter
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